Report on curricula and good practices
Introduction
This report is based on a document research, interviews and one practice led - research.
The documents consisted on templates filled out either during an interview by the participants
in strand 3 or by contributors who sent them through email. The last one was a result of an
open call sent out to all the member organisations in FEST. In the call it was asked for long –
term training examples. In addition, strand 3 did an internet search to find curricula in
storytelling at university level. The practice-led research consisted of three days
workshopping happening in Denmark where a new storytelling study started. The participants
were a mix of newcomers and experienced storytellers.
The last part of this survey, called Reading list includes the list of literature from the
survey done spring 2018.
In the document research, strand 3 looked for certain key words to understand the
material and let this guide the understanding of the training set - up.
The aim of this report is to get an insight in how a study in oral storytelling can be built
up.

The Sources
The information to this report, represents the following countries:
Belgium, Denmark, England, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Romania,
Slovenia, Sweden and Turkey. The Turkish member contributed three different
practices, and from Belgium there were to different local courses from same
organisation.
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There are four universities and one academy partaking in the report. Of the courses on
higher level formal education there is only one fulltime study (OsloMet). One other university
(Romania) has storytelling as a module in a fulltime acting study. Of the non – formal training
all information comes from organisations. All of these courses are part – time trainings or
organised through modules spread over a period of time.
Strand 3 have not one contribution from training by a single storyteller, but these exists.
Here Strand 3 see two critical issues:
1.

There is hardly any fulltime study in storytelling in Europe

2.

There are not any representation of single storytellers organising

training. This might reflect the fact that FEST members are organisations and
that FEST does not reach out to the single members in the local organisations.

Course name
The trainings are organised in different ways, but most seems to be module based over a
period of time. The new study in Denmark called “Fortælle akademiet”, serves as an example
of this. The training offers eight modules over a period of two years. Each participant can take
as many modules as they like. For those who take several modules, the training offer
something they call “Module links” where the two main teachers, together with the
participant, sketche a plan for goals and activities between the modules.
Most of the trainings have either “storytelling”, “story” or “storyteller” in the course
name. It is interesting that just one of the courses or trainings use “oral” as a part of the name
(Sweden). For an outsider, storytelling could mean anything from filmmaking to writing.
There are some exceptions in the names. One of courses offered by “Seiba international
storytelling center” (Turkey) is called “Key to humanity”. It is a relatively new course (started
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January 2018) and it is not aimed at storytellers, but “life – coaches, mentors and facilitators
who train adults.” The other example is “The dramaturgy of the actor and the author spectator
(co-author)” offered by The Babeș – Bolyai University (Romania). In this training,
storytelling is used as a tool for the actor.
Another training in the Netherlands is called “The professional course”. This is
organised by Mezrab storytelling School and aims at professionals, yet looking at the content
of the training, it seems to have the same themes as other trainings.
Some of the names of the courses indicate the course is meant for using storytelling in
school, yet again with the same content as the other trainings. Examples of this are
Linneuniversitetet in Sweden and Sprookjehuis in Belgium.
There are then two interesting findings in this part
1.

The lack of the use of oral – Strand 3 wonder if it is just storytellers

who take for granted that storytelling means oral storytelling
2.

The content of the courses seems not, from outside, to differ, despite

that it seems like the different trainings aims at different target groups.

Study program
Two of the trainings/courses belong to a study program. Both belong to formal
educations and are part of a bachelor. None of the trainings are on a higher level than
bachelor. Yet, two of the programs are or could be interpreted as post – graduate program. At
the university of arts in Berlin, the study belongs to “Further Education”. And the course at
Linnetuniversitetet in Sweden is aimed at teachers and future teachers.
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Autumn 2018, the storytelling study at SAMWD became a part of part – time education
system.

Credits
Three of the courses give credits, all three belong to universities.

Prerequisite knowledge and background
Our material shows that there are different requirements to be a part of the training
across formal and non – formal:
- Five trainings/courses have no admission requirements at all
- Three choose students through an informal workshop, where one also has a
motivation letter.
- Two have auditions, where one has an additional interview
- Two have age requirements
- One course picks students based on CV
- One course requires a certain amount of credits.
In the description of the backgrounds of the participants, there is more information on
the kind of students expected to participate. In the description from Berlin it seems like the
participants already have professions, mostly within humanities, like actors, priests, teachers
etc. This is supported by the description from Slovenia which states that “the majority of
participants have storytelling experience through work in libraries or museums.” One of the
courses of Seiba states a clear profession to participate in the training.
SAMWD in Belgium aims at students from 12 years old and up, so the background of
the participants is mixed, same with the information from Netherlands, except for the age.
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Several of the courses are specifically aimed towards teachers.

Two thoughts strikes:
1.

One might read out of the information that the participants have

encountered storytelling prior to training
2.

The participants come from established professions, does it mean

that this is an addition and/or storytelling will strengthen their profession?

Learning outcomes
None of the curricula or information provided says anything about the competence
areas, except for one from SAMWD. Whilst the courses in formal training have clearly stated
learning outcomes that cover knowledge, skills and general competences, the non – formal
trainings are “loose” in their definition on what the outcomes are. Both the universities in
Berlin and Oslo have a focus on the knowledge concerning repertoire and stories. When it
comes to skills, these seems to be contextualised and concerning dramaturgy. The university
in Berlin also focuses on performative skills. When it comes to the general competences both
universities focus more on applied storytelling.
In the trainings aimed towards teachers, the focus is on strengthening children’s
imagination and empower young people.
In non – formal courses there are some expressions like: finding a unique or personal
style.
It seems like the formal education is more contextualised than the non – formal
training. The non – formal training is more focused on the personal development of the
individual participant, except for training aimed at teachers. But there are exceptions,
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the training in Slovenia has a more defined context like using storytelling in debates and
the like, in the second year.
If one should divide the learning outcomes into categories, following the universities
curricula, it would be like this:

Competence areas – presented by SAMWD
ü

the CRAFTSMAN

ü

the ARTIST

ü

the PERFORMER

ü

the RESEARCHER

ü

the TEAMPLAYER

Knowledge:
ü

is capable of explaining different types of storytelling

ü

is capable of, based on imagination, life stories, oral tradition and/or a

written story, reworking these with a view to performance in primary and lower
secondary school and other public arenas
ü

is capable of explaining the different traditions of the art of storytelling

ü

Explaining characteristics and history of different storytelling genres

ü

ability to choose specific story-material according to context

ü

ability to develop performances alone and with others

ü

development of a repertoire based on different types of stories

ü

acquire knowledge about festival organisation and marketing

ü

understanding of storytelling to contemporary performing practices

ü

What is the principle of a story

ü

Where to find a story
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ü

different traditions and cultures of traditional stories

ü

is capable of telling stories in different contexts

ü

is capable of using dramaturgy in the composition of a storytelling

Skills

program intended for a target group in primary and lower secondary school and, if
applicable, in other institutions
ü

is capable of guiding and organising processes for different target

groups
ü

broad acquisition of performance skills

ü

development of physical and vocal skills

ü

development of skills with regards to telling with objects and images in

settings where the language skills in the target audience is weakened.
ü

acquisition of dramaturgical knowledge to develop topic related

performances
ü

ability to adjust story-material according to audiences

ü

acquisition of training-skills to teach children and/or adults in

storytelling
ü

participants apply storytelling in their own discipline

ü

developing the flexibility to work in different stages and circumstances

without losing the power and essence of the story
ü

truthful contact with the audience

ü

telling from different narrative perspectives

ü

working on solo performances

General competences
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ü

is capable of identifying needs that can be met using the art of

storytelling
ü

is capable of guiding children and young people in the work on stories

and other oral presentations
ü

is capable of working independently and production-oriented

ü

is capable of seeing similarities and differences between different

expressive styles
ü

is capable of working independently and production-oriented

ü

Describe how one as teacher can use storytelling in teaching according

to the strategy of the organisation
ü

Explaining how one as teacher can work in a multicultural setting and

with “world challenges” through storytelling
ü

Describe how children’s/pupil’s language development are stimulated

through their own oral storytelling
ü

Use applied storytelling in teaching

ü

ability to develop innovate projects within cultural, educational and

socio-related sectors and depending on the target
ü

development of teambuilding skills

Content

When it comes to the content of the training, it seems like most courses are focused on
the practical way of learning, performing and using storytelling. There are two
universities who clearly define theory as a part of the content. As mention before, there are
few fulltime courses. The module-based teaching spread over a period of time is the
organisation one find most. There are two interesting examples one would like to mention.
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At The Babeș – Bolyai University, at the beginning of each year, each teacher has to
deliver “a document of the discipline” or a syllabus which is considered to be a formal
document and which contains the working requirement for the different subjects they are
teaching. In this way, the teaching will always be updated.
An other thing is Mezrab storytelling school who have visions or what they call “the
three pillars” for their training. In the art world generally, it has been more and more common
to use manifests as a part of artwork, which would function similar to these pillars.

Coursework requirements

It is hard to say if it is only the formal courses that have coursework requirements,
because it was not asked for in the templates FEST sent out. But some of the evaluations seem
to function as coursework requirements, like in one of Seiba’s courses, the participants have
to make a portfolio and write reports.
In the formal courses the requirements are as following:
ü

attend five professional storytelling performances, two of which are

assessed in writing.
ü

carry out two storytelling sessions in a public context

ü

write a reflection note based on one of the storytelling sessions focusing

on the adaptation of the material
ü

write a draft of a scholarly article discussing experience of practice in

relation to theory
ü

Field study: Participating at a storytelling festival

ü

Attend the course on voice training and speaking techniques

ü

Attend 9 storytelling performances a year in year 4, 5, 6 and write a

review about 2 performances a year
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ü

Perform on exams

ü

Not required but recommended: seize other opportunities to perform

ü

Attendance of 10 professional performances and a festival

ü

two written performance-analysis

ü

plan, deliver and evaluate a pedagogical storytelling project

ü

develop and present one public performance during the course

ü

develop and present two performances in formal institutions (hospital,

elderly homes, children’s homes, refugee camps o.s.)
ü

develop and present a final performance as part of the final exam

The trainings seems to focus on the participants being present in other storytellers’
performances.

Teachers
In the courses it seems to be standard to have one or two permanent main teachers and
guest teachers with expert competence in specific subjects. There are two examples with one
permanent teacher, the examples come from the same organisation. And another example has
five permanent teachers.

Facilities

When it comes to facilities there are two recurrent findings:
ü

access to performance spaces

ü

and cooperation with external organisations like libraries, schools

etc.

Evaluation and exam
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As mentioned above, there is a blurring between coursework requirements and
evaluation and exam. As far as on can read, the non – formal trainings do not use the term
“exam”, but evaluate students through public performances sometimes together with written
reports and in some instances with feedback. There are also examples with the obligation of
attending different sessions in the training.
Four of the formal courses also have public performances as part of the exam, with
internal and/or external examiner.
Three of the formal educations has the following exams and assessment.
OsloMet:
1.

Group exam (can be carried out in the field of practice)

The students work in groups and the groups’ overall performance is assessed. Two
weeks’ preparation time is given. The assessment is based on the following criteria:
ü The students’ ability to interact during the performance
ü The students’ ability to communicate during the performance
ü The students’ ability to choose material and dramaturgy in relation to a
given target group
2.

Individual assessment of the student in a group exam with subsequent

conversation The students work in groups, but their storytelling performance will be
assessed individually. The course may be selected for grading by external examiners.
Three weeks’ preparation time is given. The assessment is based on the following
criteria:
ü the student’s skills as a storyteller
ü the student’s ability to communicate with the audience
ü the structure and cohesiveness of the storytelling
ü storytelling technique, use of breaks, focus, tempo and intensity
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ü the student’s ability to reflect on his/her choices
3.

A scholarly article

The scholarly article shall discuss a topic in the discipline that the student considers
relevant. In the article, the student shall discuss his/her experience from the course in
relation to theory.
SAMWD
Evaluations are semi-annually and annually.
1.

Semi-annual evaluations:
ü often based on work in progress
ü with feedback from the teacher

2.

Annual exams in year 1, 2, 4 and 5:
ü in the form of storytelling evenings, walks, animation…
ü with feedback from an internal jury member

3.

Annual exam in year 3: - a group performance with different stories

around one theme in a staged context
ü with feedback from an internal and external jury member
ü
4.

Final exam in year 6: - a varied personal solo performance of 30-45

minutes with different stories around one theme in a staged context
ü

with feedback from an internal and external jury member

The evolution system is linked to the competence model craftsman – artist – performer
– researcher – team player and the different core and sub competences.
University of art in Berlin
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1.

performance of 60 minutes, three tellers. The topic is of their own

choice. They are informed about the groups 4 months in advance.
ü

The performance is assessed based on their individual ability to

connect with the story and the audience.
ü

Attention is paid to the dramaturgical construction and their

ability to collaborate
2.

evaluate the final process and performance work as a group and alone,

present and share this with the team of lecturers
ü

the individual student is assessed by the ability to reflect upon

their work, their choice of story, their targets, their willingness to challenge
themselves.
ü

They are also assessed on their ability to implement artistic

storytelling means such as poetic language, rhythm, use of voice, space and
body.
ü

the students report on their practical project is assessed based on

their ability to evaluate their own process, their ability to change their course
work if necessary, the logic in the presentation.

Reading list
In the template used for interviews and sent out to the members of FEST, FEST did not
ask for the reading list.
Yes, in the survey from spring 2018, the respondents provided suggestions for literature.
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Conclusion
ü

There is hardly any fulltime study in storytelling in Europe

ü

There is no representation from single storytellers organising training.

This might reflect the fact that FEST members are organisations and that FEST does
not reach out to single members within these organisations.
ü

The lack of the use of the term “oral” in the title of the courses

ü

From the outside the content of the courses seem not to differ, despite

that it seems like the different trainings aim at different target groups.
ü

None of the trainings are on a higher level than bachelor.

ü

One might read out of the information that the participants have

encountered storytelling prior to training
ü

A big part of the participants comes from established professions, does

it mean that this is an addition and/or storytelling will strengthen their profession?
ü

It seems like the formal educations are more contextualised than the

non – formal training. The non – formal training are more focused on the personal
development of the individual participant, except for training aimed at teachers.
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ü

The non-formal trainings are “not clear” on the learning outcomes of

the trainings regarding competences, skills and knowledges.
ü

Most courses are focused on the practical way of learning, performing

and using storytelling.
ü

Regarding working requirements - Participants have to be present in

other storyteller’s performances.
ü

The curricula does hardly mention topics like entrepeneurship and

marketing and use digital media
ü

Regarding facilities: access to performance spaces and cooperation with

external organisations like libraries, schools etc
ü

Evaluation and exams are highly weigthended on performing

Mimesis Heidi Dahlsveen, Strand 3
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